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 Scholars Engage in Modified Action Research 
Cycle

 Habits that Promote Motivation
 Habits that Promote Reasoning and Sense-making 
 Finding/Creating Activities
 Selection of Exemplar Activities
 FERMI Problems Involving Rate
 Connections between distance formula and the 

Pythagorean Theorem
 Lines, Models, CBR – Let’s Tie Them Together

 Discussion



 Choosing a Theme
 Informed by sessions at NCTM Conference in April 2010

 Structured Readings Assigned
 Articles about student motivation
 Articles about reasoning and sense-making
 Research-based stories, suggestions, etc.
 Variety of contexts

 Discussion and Framework creation
 Designing /Choosing Tasks 
 Implementation
 Reflections and Making Changes



 Don’t beg, buy, or force students to participate. 
Be inviting.

 Foster students’ sense of ownership

 Praise students in ways that reward effort, not 
ability

 Encourage student cooperation instead of 
competition



 Analyzing a problem

 Implementing a strategy

 Reflecting on a solution

 Seeking and using connections across different 
domains and representations



 Fermi Problems
 Distance Formula Task
 Modeling Motion with a CBR



 Named after Italian physicist Enrico Fermi
 The problems are designed to teach 

approximation and the importance of 
identifying assumptions.

 Helps make sense of an answer
 Errors are less likely to be made
 Is your answer reasonable?  Why or why not?



If you wanted to fill this room with Jell-o, how many 
boxes of Jell-o would you need?

Central Points of a FERMI Problem (N.Pylypiw, 2010)

 Focus on smaller problems

 Estimate when necessary

 Remember to round

 Make realistic assumptions and state them

 Include units



Activity Highlights
 Students break up into groups of 3 or 4
 each group assigned a different FERMI problem
 two groups assigned same FERMI problem.  

 They have 10 minutes to find an answer and then 
each group presents their problem, strategy and 
answer in a 5 minute presentation.  

 The presentation should focus on defending the 
estimations and assumptions made.



Group Participation
 In groups of 3 or 4, work on your assigned 

question
 5-7 minutes



 Reasoning and Sense-making
 Analyzing a problem
 Implementing a strategy
 Seeking and using connections across different 

domains and representations
 Reflecting on a solution

 Motivation
 Don’t beg, buy, or force students to participate. Be 

inviting.
 Foster students’ sense of ownership
 Praise students in ways that reward effort, not ability
 Encourage student cooperation instead of competition



 Nick (NOYCE scholar) used Fermi problems in 
his class

 Groups of three or four calculated the surface 
area of the Earth

 Students drew on previous knowledge and 
experience from other disciplines to make 
sense of the problem.



 Fermi Problems
 Distance Formula Task
 Modeling Motion with a CBR



 Goal: To connect the Pythagorean Theorem 
with the Distance Formula

 Activity: Students will find the distance 
between two points on a map. 



 Your house is 1 block east and 8 blocks north of the school. 
Your friend’s house is 6 blocks east and 2 blocks north of the 
school. How many blocks do you have to drive to get to your 
friend’s house?



5 blocks + 6 blocks = 11 blocks



 Now instead of driving, suppose you had a 
helicopter that you could fly directly to your friend’s 
house. Work on calculating the direct distance if you 
could fly.







 Connection to reasoning and sense-making.
1. Analyzing a problem           
2. Implementing a strategy
3. Reflecting on a solution
4. Making connections end



 Implementation:  Each student was given a 
little sheet of graph paper. They worked 
independently, then shared with the entire 
group.  In the future: Think/Pair/Share

 Reflection: Students were motivated 
throughout this activity and seemed to enjoy 
it.  Improvements could be made in clarifying 
concepts.



 Fermi Problems
 Distance Formula Task
 Modeling Motion with a CBR



Summary of the Activity:

 Using bodily motion, goal is to conceive how 
their motion is connected with rate of change.  

 Tasks  can be situated in distance vs time or 
velocity vs time.

 Great tool for learning about functions



 Given different graphs , students try to duplicate 
them using their motion.
▪ Example: 



 Demonstration of the Activity:
 Given a graph, try to duplicate it using the CBR. 



 Reasoning and Sense-making
 Analyzing a problem
 Implementing a strategy
 Seeking and using connections across different 

domains and representations
 Reflecting on a solution

 Motivation
 Don’t beg, buy, or force students to participate. Be 

inviting.
 Foster students’ sense of ownership
 Praise students in ways that reward effort, not ability
 Encourage student cooperation instead of competition



 This task can be implemented in small 
groups or whole class settings

 Is important for students to reason about 
what is being measured and what the axes 
represent

 Encourages connections between models 
and real world situations
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 Websites for FERMI Problems
 http://www.jlab.org/~cecire/garden/fermiprob.html
 http://www.physics.umd.edu/perg/fermi/fermi.htm
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermi_problem

 Website for Lets Tie Them Together Activity
 http://education.ti.com/calculators/downloads/US/Act

ivities/Detail?id=5559
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Sample Questions
 If you could get a penny for each time someone said "Ouch!" in 

the United States, how long would it take you to become a 
billionaire?

 How many frames are in a Walt Disney animated movie such as 
Tarzan?

 What is the length in miles of the US Interstate Highway system?
 What is the total number of hairs on your head?
 How many square inches of pizza are consumed by all the 

students at the NC State University during one semester?
 Estimate the number of blades of grass a typical suburban house's 

lawn has in the summer.



Sample Questions
 How many pencils would it take to draw a straight line along the 

entire Equator of the earth? 
 If all the string was removed from all of the tennis rackets in the 

US and laid out end-to-end, how many round trips from Detroit 
to Orlando could be made with the string? 

 How many drops of water are there in all of the Great Lakes?
 What distance will your fingernail grow today?
 How many golf balls can be fit in a typical suitcase? 
 How much milk is produced in the US each year? 
 If the entire population of Canada lined up to do the wave, how 

long would it take?
 How many flat tires are there in the US at any 1 time?
 How many math problems does a math teacher grade in a year?



To learn more about the 
Noyce Mathematics Education Teaching Scholars 

program at NC State 
please visit us at

http://ced.ncsu.edu/2/noyce

Email  Ayanna Franklin (adfrankl@ncsu.edu) for copies of activities
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